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Military experts educate you on how to survive an attack on American soil, from North Korean
missiles to weaponized smallpox North Korean nukes. Dirty bombs in train stations. If a nuclear
missile strikes, will you know how to proceed? With this manual, you will be able to take actions
to protect your family and family members, whether you are just beginning to take into account
the possibility of attack, or are well along the road of equipping yourself against a nuclear,
biological, or chemical strike. Chemical warfare. This handbook is the single most reliable tool
you can very own to protect yourself and your family against the danger looming over our
homeland.S. The U. Armed Forces Nuclear, Biological and Chemical substance Survival Manual
offers you the information you have to survive a terrorist strike. It contains the best methods of
all United States' military services, adapted for the very first time for civilian use. Us citizens have
more reasons than ever to be afraid. Industry experts agree that it's only a matter of time before
a rogue terrorist or an enemy nation breaks through our defenses. If a nerve agent is certainly
released in your subway program or office building, are you considering secure? This manual will
highlight how to:Protect yourself during a chemical substance or biological attackRecognize the
indicators of nuclear, chemical substance and biological attackDevelop a simple and effective
family actions planGuard against the radiological ramifications of a filthy bombAssist victims of
nuclear, chemical substance, or biological agentsAssemble and shop the everyday materials that
could save your life
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This is a good book for the price however the title is a ... Extremely well-written and I sure will
keep this manual. I want to clarify that this is not a bullet point to perform list for NBC survival.. It
covers most situations. Still a great one to have. Bigger book than expected I actually thought
this would you need to be a little pamphlet on this subject material, but holy cow...when I got it, it
had been over 200 pages. This is a good book for the purchase price however the title is just a
little misleading. It's even more of a higher level type discussion. While there exists a large
amount of good detail it isn't the manual that you'll expect.nice publication and a big one too.
Good hands-on advice on steps you can take to help survive a nuclear, radiation, biological or
chemical substance assault or disaster.I just thought it would have already been pretty much a
checklist of things you need for each emergency circumstance for easier preps. Oh well.. Item as
described, quick shipping.. Written to a great extent in laymen's conditions and language to allow
convenience of understanding. I got some good information from it but had hoped to understand
a bit more to know how exactly to prepare in the modern age without bunkers.. Safety First
Educational An excellent summary read, there are things that make sense, plus some things that
you can't get. You can get all the information in this book online free of charge. Only has a small
amount of information you can find for free online, mixed in with plenty of political opinions, and
"history" that is not well researched. Don't bother with that one. Great so far. Mostly aimed
toward the military, a lot of equipment he mentions isn't available to civilians, but a good starting
point for learning about survival skills. Better info available on the CDC site to help civilians
handle these kinds of emergencies. Look into it, and get a good 72 hr kit (bug out bag). I
reluctantly enjoyed scanning this Very concise and incredibly clear... Five Stars Very informative.
I reluctantly appreciated reading this.. Two Stars This very wordy and short of actually usable
advice. Great product, great cost! Item as described, quick delivery. I just wish they had it in
laminated, spiral bound!4 stars I offered it. An excellent overview, but lots of the items pointed
out are US Army issue, and not available to the general public. Important information. I actually
haven't finished reading yet. Limited benefit to the civilian survivalist.. Great product, great cost!
Excellent well written read Excellent well crafted read. No mumbo jumbo or challenging
acronyms. Makes nuclear war not as scary since it could be Good information but sort of dated
Good information but sort of dated.
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